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Time and Tide Are Running Out For The 
Brewer Brothers 

 

Laying in his bed, twelve year old Hub Brewer knew today would be different. 
Saturday's sun was still ninety minutes from peaking over the tips of spindly pine 
trees spiking Duck Point. His bed faced the one eastern window and its shades 
were always left up so he could watch for any action on the water or people headed 
out to go fishing for summer flounder or striped bass. To his left, his nine year old 
brother Lincoln lay in his bed, still and wide awake. Lincoln had been up late, 
reading books filled with fishing stories that were mostly true and fun to read 
because they carried him away to great mountain streams, wild rivers and giant 
seas. As he peeked over his pillow, squinting to see signs of first light while 
closely watching his older brother assess the day, he knew everything was right. 
Today was right for an adventure. “Epic,” Lincoln whispered. 
 
Hub could see commercial boats when they returned from offshore. He watched 
how they unloaded their catch as soon as lines were made fast. Today, even at false 
dawn, he could see heat faintly rising from a small beach on Blueback Pond. The 
horizon rippled. He rolled over, put two hands behind his head, looked at Lincoln 
and closed his eyes. “Epic,” he whispered. 
 
The Brewer brothers spent almost every day of summer vacation going fishing 
with their grandfather, Papa. When they were on their 13' boat, Speedy McSkiff, 
and the fishing was slow, they would sing pirate songs and tell tall tales of 
adventures on far away seas. On those good days, Papa was known as Kwazii, the 
infamous and beloved Captain of a great and mysterious pirate ship which could 
catch any fish at anytime and anywhere Speedy would carry them.  
 
Unable to keep his eyes closed any longer, Hub sat up to stretch as that early 
summer sun was creeping over a window sill lined with chewed up fishing lures. 
Some were scarred with teeth marks, some cracked clear through from angry 
stripers, some destroyed by frenzied bluefish tearing through schools of squid. He 
surveyed the room. White rubber boots at the end of their beds, baseball caps on 
bed posts and raincoats with rain pants and bandanas neatly folded in a duffel bag 
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they shared. There are rules on fishing boats and everything must be stored 
properly. Even pirate ships have rules. Their father had taught them to always be 
ready and to plan for what they might not expect. Hub walked over to Lincoln, 
looked back at the window, leaned in close to his younger brother and offered a fist 
bump. The Brewer brothers were ready to go fishing. 
 
"Hold it you two!" their mother Kate, said sternly.  
 
The boys had dressed quickly into their regular summer uniforms of bathing suits, 
t-shirts and flip flops before bounding down the stairs at that first smell of bacon.  
 
"Right back up those stairs you both go and put on clean shirts. There will be no 
bacon, not one slice, until I see clean shirts," she said without a smile.  
 
The boys always liked wearing yesterday’s shirts, especially after a day where 
they’d caught plenty of fish. Wrinkled shirts were good luck charms they thought, 
but the lure of sizzling bacon was powerful and up the stairs they marched. 
 
“Why can’t they just wear something that matches, just once,” Kate said softly. 
 
The stairs to their bedroom were lined on one side with pictures of the family 
fishing. There were great photos in rich colors and black and white, of striped bass, 
fluke, bluefish as big as Kwazii's arm and even beautiful bonito. On the fourth step, 
there was one picture of their Dad they always touched on the way up or down, no 
matter how good breakfast smelled or how worn down they were from a long day 
with Papa. Both boys started to run up the stairs and both tapped his picture.  
 
There had been a few times when Lincoln tried to hide a smelly shirt under a clean 
one but their mom had a keen eye for trickery and could detect an old shirt from 
five fathoms. As he shuffled quietly to the breakfast table, he avoided his mother’s 
eyes. Kate put down the spatula, put one hand on her right hip and said, "Lincoln 
P. Brewer, is there something you need to tell me or did someone leave a barrel of 
old fish open in your room?"  
 
Knowing he was caught, Lincoln just as quietly stood up from the table, passed 
her  without looking up and hiked back up to his room to take off both shirts, the 
smelly one and the decoy.  
 
"I swear moms can see everything," he mumbled on his way back to the table. 
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Hub was the first to get out of his smelly shirt and stretch into a clean, white one 
with a shark on the front, mouth agape, showing all its ragged teeth. Lincoln was 
struggling to get a clean long sleeved shirt, with a bright Red Sox logo, over his 
head. With only one arm sticking through, quickly he blocked the door with his 
body to block Hub. Even for two very close brothers, Lincoln could not take the 
chance of losing one slice of bacon but Hub was three years older and knew all 
Lincoln’s tricks. He dodged right then faked left, rolling around Lincoln like a 
linebacker, running through the door.  At the head of the stairs, he looked back to 
see a headless nine year old yelling a muffled, "Wait for me!" getting closer to the 
stair landing with each step. Thinking quickly, Hub grabbed Lincoln's shoulders, 
pushed him back from the edge and pulled his left arm to make the shirt cover his 
stomach. Safe from what was certain disaster before breakfast, Hub pointed over 
Lincoln's shoulder, said, "Look over there!" then bounced down the stairs, 
touching the picture on the way down. 
 
Now sitting quietly and cleanly at the table, the Brewer brothers stared out the 
sliding glass door, squinting to see all they could on Blueback Pond. There was no 
movement on the water’s surface, just an early sun shimmering now, making early 
heat, the type of New England August heat that makes gulls nervous and high 
thunderheads grow from nowhere. Papa appeared in the door, taking a long look 
back at the pond. Everyone knew the day was right for adventure. 
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2. 
 

On Saturday mornings, if chores were done and Papa had caught a few summer 
flounders, Kate would make the best breakfast anywhere. Papa was an excellent 
fisherman who had been catching fish all his life. Coming through the door, he 
handed Kate a pair of filets wrapped in newspaper. 
 
“Good morning you two. Good morning favorite daughter. Boys, I stacked up that 
wood for you so we can have a fire tonight. You’ll just need to wash out those 
buckets and make sure there is gas in all our boat cans,” he told them as he poured 
coffee into a small white mug with a child’s watercolor pile of clams painted on 
the side.  
 
Kate took the trimmed slices and dredged them in white flour, washed them with 
beaten eggs and salt, then plopped them into a heavy blue bowl, half full of bright 
yellow cornmeal. With a two handed stir and just enough bacon grease left in the 
pan, those filets landed with a sizzle and cooked quickly. After a few minutes, the 
boys and Papa looked like circling gulls, waiting for a plate piled high with fish, 
potatoes and of course, bacon. 
 
"Papa," Hub said through a mouthful of fish, "Can we go fishing today? It's low 
tide and we really want to catch another big striper before we have to go back to 
school." 
 
"Well, there's some wind in the forecast for later today, we'd have to go soon," 
Papa said, adding, "I do smell some watermelon on the air so there might be some 
bluefish around." 
 
Looking across the table with a little piece of bacon hanging off his collar, Lincoln 
added, "Um, we'd like to ask another question. Um. We have two boats and Hub 
and me, I mean I, would like to take the Red Rocket. By ourselves. We know how 
to run the boat, you've taught us all our knots and we know every inch of Blueback 
Pond. We'd be right next to you all the way." 
 
Hub focused on his bacon, afraid to look up. Papa scanned the table. Kate wiped 
her hands on a folded cloth then looked at him squarely. He didn't say anything for 
a long few moments. He thought about all the trips they had taken on the pond and 
out to the sea wall. He thought about how many hours the two boys had spent at 
the wheel, running the channel, laughing and passing other boats but he had always 
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been with them. He also thought about how wind comes up fast, making seas rise 
with little notice.  
 
The brother’s plan was to put Papa in Speedy McSkiff. It had a small steering 
wheel, three seats and a VHF radio. It was rugged and safe. It was the boat they 
used every day to catch striped bass. It had scratches from hooks and dings from 
banging into docks when the boys were learning how to handle her. It had made a 
lifetime of memories for the family.  
 
The boys wanted to run Papa’s other boat, the Red Rocket. She was twelve feet of 
solid wood. Crafted with a lap streak hull and oak planks, no one really knew her 
original color but now she was a beautiful ruby red. Papa had found her sunk many 
years ago, before the brothers were born. Lost in a storm or maybe just abandoned, 
she had a flat bottom and high sides. Built for fishing and digging clams, it had 
taken many years to replace rotted wood with new planks and cedar ribs. She had a 
high, proud bow for a small skiff and a square stern that Papa had to replace before 
she could once again support an outboard motor’s weight. At a garage sale, he 
found new oarlocks that once had been part of a 1920’s era Old Town canoe and 
they looked fine on this skiff. Someone had used old, rusty screws for repairs on 
her three hard wood seats, which he thought was disrespectful for such a fine skiff, 
so Papa replaced them with shiny brass screws. 
 
Not knowing if it had a name before her rediscovery, Papa christened her Proud 
Mary but the Brewer brothers had other plans. Right from the start, they decided it 
had been lost from a giant pirate ship that sailed along the New England coast 
laden with treasure. They were sure it had been used to row onto Cow Cove on 
Block Island and bury great wooden casks of gold, keeping their treasure hidden 
from other pirates. They called her the Red Rocket because they knew pirates must 
have spirited her away faster than any other boat on the coast, filled with treasure 
before Captain Kidd could plunder her. They dreamed that one day they would 
find an old musty map which they would read in their dark bedroom by flashlight. 
Following the map, surely they would discover, maybe a hundred feet down, the 
spot where they could dig up a load of gold and jewels. For now, the Red Rocket 
was one of the two best fishing boats in all the salt ponds.  
 
"Well, I don't like how they’re not giving much about the weather today,” Papa 
said. “We'll need to keep an eye on the sky. We might get a few good hours on the 
water. There's likely some fish out by High Point, maybe a few at Blindfold Bluff. 
We'll need eels." Kate continued to look at him. There was another long pause. 
Papa hadn't answered the other question.  
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“We'll be extra careful and besides, we'll be with you the whole way. We know 
there's some big stripers feeding at our secret spot and with the tide washing all 
those mumichogs right past them, this could be epic,” Hub implored as he rose 
from his seat, avoiding his mother’s stare.  
 
Papa knew they would be fine, as long as they used what he had taught them and if 
they stayed with him through the pond. Salt ponds are secure in some ways but 
they breathe with the ocean and can rise up just the same. Water races in and out 
with tides and depending how big or new a moon is, it can be dangerous in places, 
especially where a wind working against a tide can turn a boat sideways and 
swamp it. They were two days shy of a full Sturgeon moon. 
 
Hub was a strong young man who had spent plenty of hours on boats. He knew his 
knots and port from starboard, how to read channel markers and paper charts. He 
and Lincoln were kings at hooking eels on circle hooks, squid strips on fluke rigs 
and clam bellies on weighted jigs. Papa had shown them how to secure a cleat, tie 
half hitches, bowlines and even clove hitches. Growing up on a salt pond had 
taught them well how fish move through the day and night, how tides move water 
and bait and most importantly, how weather can change quickly. Both brothers 
were on their way to being world class fishermen and boat handlers, but they were 
still young now. 
 
Papa excused himself from the table, opened the front door screen, looked up at a 
small ring around a low sun and sighed. That sun would make the land heat 
quickly. He knew that by two or three o'clock, wind would come around southwest 
and it might come hard. More than that, he didn’t like a ring around the sun. 
 
“August offers up all sorts of winds and when the land gets hot, winds will shift,” 
he thought.  
 
Motionless, he stood in the door. He trusted his grandsons but questioned what he 
saw. 
 
“Let’s not waste any more morning. Two boats it is,” Papa said with a smile. Both 
boys ran from the table, jumped right over the threshold and flew across their yard, 
falling into sloppy somersaults down the hill to the dock. Kate said nothing. Papa 
knew she didn’t need to. 
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3. 
 
 

Speedy McSkiff was tied to the dock, barely moving as a first bits of an 
incoming tide washed slowly under her. Hub walked the old pine dock, rolling 
right and left as his weight rocked hidden floats. He loved sound of wooden docks 
creaking from his weight and when wind made the air howl. From his bedroom, he 
could hear that creaking sound; he knew it as the sound of a summer vacation 
adventure and he could hear it when he sat at his school desk all winter, dreaming 
of a salt pond. 
 
"You go get buckets for the eels and I'll bail out this water," Hub said to his 
brother.  
 
There was always something to be done on a boat and last night's rain had left two 
inches of warm water in the bottom. Using an old bleach bottle cut in half with the 
handle left on top, Hub bailed out almost all the rain. For the last few bits, he used 
a sponge to wipe the boat clean. He knew Papa had worked hard to bring this boat 
back to life and that it deserved to be treated with respect. When the last few drops 
were gone, Hub looked around the Red Rocket to ensure everything was in order. 
The anchor was tucked safely in the bow with a good length of line tied to its 
shackle with a bowline knot. 
 
Hub closed his eyes, remembering his grandfather’s words on how to tie a 
bowline.  
 
"Take one end of the line in your right hand and make a loop with the line in your 
left," he taught them.  
 
"Now take the end and go like this," he said as he gently held Lincoln's hand and 
the rope. "The rabbit comes out of the hole, goes around the tree and back in the 
hole. You see? Now slowly pull it tight and watch as the knot cinches down right 
there, and look, a perfect loop that will never, ever come untied," he said with a 
smile, patting him on the back when the knot was complete. 
 
Oars were stowed on the sides with brass oarlocks. There were cushions on seats 
and four life jackets, just in case. Each one had a whistle and small flashing lights, 
just in case. Papa kept a first aid kit under the rear seat, just in case, alongside a 
box of fishing lures and extra hooks. A folded towel covered the first aid kit so if 
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they caught a nice fish and their Mom would cook it, they could cover it from the 
sun. There was an extra coil of line for towing someone from the harbor, or, just in 
case. 
 
"Good fences may make for good neighbors," Papa would say, "But a young salt 
with a good length of line makes lifetime friends." 
 
Everything seemed in order. Papa took great care of his six horsepower outboard 
so it always started by the fourth pull. Like all motors, it could be temperamental, 
especially when the air was cold but it always started. Six horsepower was enough 
to move the Red Rocket across Blueback Pond quickly, enough to make them feel 
like they were flying.  
 
Those still mornings, when the Brewer brothers really were flying across a glass 
smooth salt pond, even before gulls had started looking for a first meal, were pure 
magic. The motor found its stride, its hum level, strong, and even. The wake 
behind them was smooth with a perfect wash of white bubbles rising up in line. 
The edges were small waves which peeled off evenly on both sides.  Looking back 
at their wake, Hub loved every minute and he relived each minute in his head all 
winter, learning geometry and biology.  
 
Lincoln had the same dreams. Sitting on the bow, eyes closed in the wind, feeling 
warm morning air blow against his Red Sox hat, he was a king. Then with eyes 
open, he scanned every inch for any sign of fish, hauling in long, deep charges of 
salt air, smelling his whole universe as an orange sun began to peak. They learned 
great lessons on salt ponds and beyond the center wall and together they relived 
them for months. 
 
Hub wiped the top of the motor then checked the fuel level in the orange plastic 
tank. He guessed half a tank would be enough for a morning on the pond. Papa 
kept spare fuel cans in the shed but Hub was pretty sure they wouldn't need it. 
Shaking the rectangle tank, he looked around the boat and tucked it back under his 
seat.  
 
Each boat carried one spinning rod with thirty pound braid on the reel. Having only 
one setup taught them to share, to work as a team and of course it helped keep 
tangles to a minimum. Two young boys and a patient grandfather with two rods 
and two angry fish has all the makings of a disaster. Both boys had spent many 
summers on the pond so they had learned to work with each other, growing to 
understand that together, they could catch more fish working as a team. The rod 
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was out of the sun, all hooks were sharp. They were locked and loaded, ready to 
go. Now, more than any day, they were ready to catch a giant striped bass. 
 
Papa walked down the dock with Lincoln, who was holding one empty bucket for 
eels and three cold cans of soda. Soda was a treat for the boys and their grandfather 
wore that half smile that told them he knew they had been smuggled out of the 
house.  
 
"Soda is good but it's better with something to snack on, right Lincoln?" Hub said, 
producing a giant box of Goldfish from under the seat, next to the fuel tank. 
 
"Absolutely big brother, we'll definitely catch more fish if we have fishy snacks," 
Lincoln said with his classic, wide and toothy grin. 
 
Papa paused for a moment, looked around the harbor and put his small canvas bag 
down on the dock. He always carried it when he went fishing, no matter the 
weather forecast. Along with a small folded paper map and some grease for the 
reels, it held a metal bottle of water, hooded sweatshirt, musty old yard sale rain 
jacket, hook sharpener, two pairs of socks and a laminated picture of a young, 
handsome soldier with a wide and toothy grin. He leaned down, unzipped his 
duffel and dug his hand around all its corners. Finally, he pulled out a second big 
box of Goldfish.  
 
"You should always have a backup plan. And backup snacks, right? You've both 
told me that you can never have enough snacks," he said, tossing it to Hub, smiling 
as his grandson caught the box. 
 
Both boys knew they were the luckiest pirates ever. A day on the salt pond with 
Kwazii, a blue sky, a chance to catch big striped bass and fistfuls of snacks were 
all the two brothers needed. Hub really just wanted to pull the chord on the 
outboard and get moving along but Papa stopped him before he did. 
 
Lincoln stood grinning, twirling a lobster pot buoy on his finger like a football, 
kicking pieces of dried up seaweed off the dock at the same time. Hub was twirling 
a long red cloth keychain with the Red Rocket’s outboard key in his right hand. He 
was nervous, and it showed. Excited, but nervous. Papa waited, looked at his two 
grandsons, the two boats and the pond. Seconds passed like minutes.  
 
"Listen you two little gremlins, running a boat by yourself is serious business. Here 
are the rules.”  
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Lincoln quietly set down the float.  
 
“You will need to stay right next to me and watch out for other boats,” Papa 
said.  “You will need to pay attention all the time. I mean that. All the time," he 
added, looking straight at both of them.  
 
Lincoln started to smile but his older brother stared back at him. It was not 
celebration time yet and Hub knew it. Taking a boat by themselves was a leap of 
faith for their grandfather. This was time to pay attention to his every word.  
 
“We’ll stay close,” Hub said. “We’ll get eels from Lisa first then we’ll head over to 
High Bluff. We’ll make a few drifts and if there are no fish, we’ll hit our secret 
spot. It’s still early so there’s a good chance no one will see us,” Hub said, 
knowing their plan was coming together.  
 
"Weather can, actually, weather will always change,” Papa said. “Winds can come 
up fast and other boaters, especially the ones from away, don't always pay 
attention. Keep your heads on a swivel. Have fun, catch fish but always be 
observant. And stay with me. Do you understand?" he asked. 
 
"We do," Lincoln and Hub said in unison. 
 
“Your mother trusts me with you and I won’t let her down or have anything 
happen to you that would make her mad. We clear?” 
 
“Yes sir,” the Brewer brothers answered. 
 
"Good then. Let's get down to the business of fishing. There's a hand-held VHF 
radio in that boat but still stay close. First thing we'll do is head over to Safe 
Harbor Marina to get those eels. Follow me closely, got it?" he asked. 
 
Part of being at the level of Kwazii is that in certain situations, like this one, the 
best plan was to do what he said. The boys knew these ponds but life on the water 
is never a constant so often what you know to be true has changed with tides just a 
few cycles later.  
 
"Yes sir," they said. Lincoln was now so busy smiling he didn’t notice the buoy 
roll off the dock and drift off with the tide.  One thing that separates tourists from 
fishermen are those simple moments of understanding the obvious. The buoy 
slowly was swept away.  
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"Epic,” Hub said under his breath, knowing this day would be a fantastic fishing 
adventure with the greatest, fishiest pirate boats ever. 
 
Both captains settled into their respective seats. Speedy McSkiff came to life with 
a snort on the second pull. Hub pumped the gas tank ball, closed his eyes and 
whispered, “please.” He pulled the black starter chord. Nothing. Lincoln held the 
bow line.  
Hub pulled again. Nothing.  
Lincoln sat motionless. On the third pull, the motor roared to life. She idled high, 
coughed a bit and settled down to that familiar vibration of satisfactory idle.  
 
"Let's go knot head, toss the bow line, reef the mainsail, weigh the anchor, hoist 
the jib, haul the gangplank and man your battle station, we're bound for treasure 
and stripers" Hub yelled as Papa laughed and took care of his own lines. Lincoln 
saluted Captain Hub, tossed the bow line onto the dock, took his seat again and off 
they went. 
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4. 
 

Hub considered racing Papa to the marina but then thought better of it. It was 
seven o'clock now and already that sun was cooking everything. After ten minutes, 
the Red Rocket and Speedy McSkiff glided into the marina and easily both 
captains tied them tight to the old tall dock. As the brothers climbed the gray and 
rickety ladder, Papa reminded them to get six eels, three for each boat and to make 
sure two were "snakes". Snakes were the big ones, the ones you saved for last or 
for when you just knew there was a big fish under the boat.  
 
"Big bait, big fish," Papa would say. 
 
Knowing some of her favorite customers were coming aboard, Lisa was quick to 
help them fill their order. Sliding back a heavy, crooked wooden door to the dark 
room where the eels were kept in a tank, she reached for a long net hung on a rusty 
hook. Lisa always made time to scoop eels for the Brewer brothers.  
 
"Are these the ones you want?" she asked, pointing to a swirling mess of wiggling 
black eels, winding around each other.  
 
"Yes, and those two big ones over there," Lincoln said. Being older, Hub should 
have chosen the eels but Lincoln was already an excellent fisherman who knew 
what it took to catch big fish, so Hub backed off. Into two buckets they went and 
after paying Lisa what they both knew was the secret family rate, they placed a wet 
towel over each bucket, lowered them to Papa with short ropes and started down 
the ladder.  
 
With the eels shared, they threw lines back on the piling hooks, pulled motors to 
life and steered for the channel. Already that sun was higher now, way above the 
tallest pine trees at High Point and the boys were hot. Sun warmed their rubber 
boots. They both wore baseball hats, as their mom had insisted, to keep sunburns 
from ruining vacation. Lincoln's, of course, was a Red Sox hat, worn down from 
bright red to almost pink as months of summer sun had drained the color. He wore 
it a little to the left, cocked just a bit on top of his curly sun bleached hair. The hat 
added just a bit of swagger to a young man who had already proven himself an 
adept fisherman.  
 
Hub wore a black hat with ARMY on the front. It was a tired old thing; the back 
band barely worked so whenever he shook his head after landing a striper it would 
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fall to the deck or overboard and it was dirty from sweat and layers of fish scales. 
That ARMY hat had seen dozens of fish come over the rails of Speedy McSkiff 
and the Red Rocket and he would never go fishing without it. That hat was worth 
much more than any lucky fishy shirt. 
 
Riding across the pond, west to east, was easy and they knew the way. Papa was a 
hundred yards behind them. Both boys had their eyes closed while the barest 
morning air blew over their faces. Salt air was everything to the Brewer brothers. 
Back at school, cooled by October breezes and chilled by class assignments, it was 
August salt air they smelled. Lincoln would lower his head onto his open book, 
close his eyes and breathe in deeply. Pure salt. Pure salt.  
 
“With this tide, we’ll be on our spot in five minutes,” Hub said. The morning sun 
felt fine on his forehead and he cruised without thoughts. Being older, Hub knew 
life could be a complicated affair and he was just starting to appreciate the 
responsibilities of growing older. Back home, he would dream of steaming across a 
calm pond, with wind in his hair and those remarkable early morning breezes. 
Peace on a salt pond indeed. 
 
They could run from home to Safe Harbor, steam all along the beaches and island, 
over their secret spots and back to their own dock with their eyes closed. Heading 
east, Hub looked back over the motor to see Papa close behind. He waved and with 
a big smile, tipped his own hat to his grandsons. They were making good time 
across the pond, there was no real wind, just a few light ripples and bands of 
nervous water here and there. Hub noticed the small ring of white vapor starting to 
form around the sun.  
 
“Lincoln, see that ring around the sun?” Hub asked. “That usually means rain but 
it’s too hot. Plus the sky is clear. We are all good right now.” 
 
“Epic,” Lincoln said with a smile. 
 
Right there, right at that moment, everything was perfect. Five minutes from their 
first spot and a nearby deep water channel, everything was perfect. 
 
A few black tipped gulls called from overhead while terns whistled overhead. Hub 
looked up to see just how far the sun had risen. It was 7:45. Only a hint of an 
easterly breeze nudged against the Red Rocket’s hull as they powered towards 
High Bluff. He noticed how some gulls were riding a high band of heat, 
effortlessly circling in their never ending hunt for food.  
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Hub made the decision that High Point didn’t look fishy. People who live inland 
might not understand how water can look one way or another but Hub’s intuition 
told him there were no fish there. The easy observation was that there were no 
gulls circling overhead and no schools of bait near the shallows. Both boys knew 
trophy sized bass would only dare to hunt in shallow water at night under the 
darkest new moon and with a rising tide keeping waters cool, they would either 
head for open water outside the wall or go deep in a few certain salt pond spots.  
 
Hub signaled to Papa that they would run north. Pointing ahead of him, he held up 
five fingers, letting Papa know they wanted to run north for five minutes to get on 
top of the secret spot. The surface was striped with tiny waves, the ones that come 
with a slight breeze that felt good on their faces as they ran north up the pond. 
Halfway, Lincoln looked at the deep cove where he and his brother would search 
for treasure and middens. Remnants of early Native Americans, there were small 
piles of shells from conk, clams, and mussels mixed with hard broken pieces of 
fish bones. There were seasonal camps along these shores where Narragansett and 
Wampanoag Indians would use lines and spears to catch bass, sturgeon, bluefish 
and winter flounder to feed their families. Middens were mostly gone now, washed 
away by rising waters, storm surges and decay or buried under a hundred years of 
dying beach grasses, low bushes and flotsam washed ashore by winter storms.  
 
When they found a midden, they were careful to be respectful and never tell 
anyone else about such important treasure. They would pace slowly around the 
area, turning over rocks and digging through peat, hoping to find arrowheads. 
These were the tools of South County’s best fishermen and women. Carefully cut 
from sharpened antlers or stones, they were tied to straight branches to become 
spears. The boys had found three arrowheads so far. They wanted to leave them 
but feared someone might buy the land, build a summer house then they would be 
lost forever, so they kept them in a box in their room, like a pirate’s treasure.  
 
Easing back on the throttle, they were close. The Brewer boys didn’t need 
electronics to know where they were. It was clear to them. Hub put the motor in 
neutral for a moment to look and ease in slowly. Out of instinct, both brothers 
scanned for any other boats. It would be a rookie mistake to toss an eel overboard 
while someone watched. Then, their secret would be out and boats would fish it 
hard and ruin everything.  
 
It had taken the three fishermen years to find this slender piece of bottom. There 
was good gravel and sand, wide black rocks covered with just a few mussels and 
grasses waving with tides. Although the middle was only twelve feet deep at low 
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water, there was a deep bowl on the west side, tight to the rocks. The bottom fell to 
thirty feet here, creating underwater eddies, shielding bass from energy draining 
currents. Most boats traveled just to the west of this piece, in the channel where 
they could run at full throttle or tow kids on tubes and water skis, so no one had 
noticed this sixty feet of perfect striper bottom.  
 
Striped bass use the backside of large boulders to rest and float in silence, waiting 
to pounce on small fishes. Shrimp, crabs and lobsters would feed them when there 
was no fresh fish to capture but it was the natural camouflage of rock and weed 
which drew in the very big fish. If a boat came near the boys when they were 
fishing there, they would quickly haul in their lines, hide rods and act like they 
were just kids horsing around on a salt pond. Once the boat had passed, they would 
drop down their eels and get back to the business of catching big stripers.  
 
With the coast clear, Lincoln gave the thumbs up sign to Papa that they were 
dropping in their first eel. Papa was fifty yards to the west, a little closer to the 
channel, giving the boys some room to fish. This little bit of distance also gave him 
a better look for other boats.  
 
Grabbing an eel is no easy task. They are slippery, slimy, quick to wiggle out of 
hands and have tiny heads that make them hard to handle. Papa used a small rag to 
secured a decent sized eel on a circle hook. then fed the monofilament line over his 
right side and listened to his motor idle smoothly.  
 
With a slow drift, he moved Speedy over a few yards towards even deeper channel. 
Big stripers would cruise its length on their way up and down the pond and over to 
the secret spot. Although striped bass have no real sharp teeth, they have big 
mouths that can suck in all kinds of fishes and eels are a favorite prey. 
 
A half dozen clouds gathered overhead near the dunes separating them from open 
ocean. Lincoln was anxious to get a line in the water. Hub turned to throttle back 
into forward, barely above idle. Deftly he maneuvered the wooden boat over the 
holes and drop offs below them where they knew bass would hide as Lincoln 
reached for his first eel. With the towel wrapped around its body, as it wound its 
way up his arm, he pushed the hook tip in just behind the nose, gave it a test pull 
and held tight. It had taken them a few years to perfect maintaining the right boat 
speed to keep the eel near the bottom and not spiral in circles. 
 
“Let it go,” he said to Lincoln. 
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Easing over the starboard rail, Lincoln dropped in his eel and released the bail to 
allow line to fall freely. A quick easterly breeze almost blew off his Red Sox hat. 
He grabbed the brim and reset it just a little lower, gunslinger style as his eel sank. 
Hub turned the boat to face north, with a pebbly beach to the east and Blindfold 
Bluff to the west. He looked over to see Papa. They smiled at each other as another 
cloud gathered overhead. That early morning ring around the sun was giving 
passing minutes of partial shade.  
 
Lincoln kept a tight grip on the rod, setting the tip low and his line just a little loose 
as the eel swam below them, looking for cover. It was important to let the eel swim 
freely but without enough line for it to bury itself in the rocks. Papa was watching 
the same clouds. The incoming tide picked up pieces of dark green seaweed off the 
pond floor, mixing them with sand and bits of chewed up crab. It had also picked 
up speed. 
 
Kate stood in her yard, overlooking their dock, small beach and Blueback Pond. 
She could see a few sailboats slowly tacking back and forth. She noticed how 
many commercial fishing boats were tied to the docks, rolling back and forth with 
the tide. She walked a few steps then leaned on a long green tarp covering their 
split pine wood pile Papa kept near the fire pit. That was a hole he dug in the yard 
and lined with big rocks from the beach where on some nights, when the wind was 
fair, the whole family would sit outside and watch the fire. Some of the rocks had 
cracked from the heat of many summer night fires. Of course there were 
marshmallows and other treats on those nights but the real fun was getting to poke 
the fire with a long maple branch. Those were the nights both boys wished would 
never end. 
 
She watched the water for a few minutes, unconsciously wiping her hands on her 
yellow apron. Squinting into a rising sun, she thought about her boys, her father, 
their combined years of love and constant shenanigans. She loved seeing them on 
the pond but today, she wanted them to be home.  
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5. 
 

Lincoln’s rod twitched. They both stared at it and froze. Then the tip twitched 
again. Lincoln tightened his grip just below the reel. The rod tip dropped hard 
then  jerked back. Hub threw the boat into neutral, grabbed the tip of his cap and 
held his breath. Lincoln felt a steady pull, a hard drop and run on the reel, all of 
which told him this was no shaking bluefish. This was a striped bass, a striper who 
had no intentions of being caught. It dove hard and fast, it pulled line and made the 
spinning reel whine. Lincoln held tightly as the rod slammed onto the side of the 
Red Rocket. He could barely keep the rod off the wood as the bass kept pulling and 
diving 
 
“The reel’s going to catch fire!” Hub said with a laugh.  
 
“It’s not funny!” yelled Lincoln, “This is a really, really big fish!”  
 
It was game on and they had only been fishing for ten minutes. The big bass took 
more line. She knew to go deep where she could rub the hook stuck in her mouth 
along the gravel bottom. Rubbing along the stones would help dislodge the sharp 
hook or part the line on sharp barnacles and make for a quick getaway so Lincoln 
pulled back hard. The bass fought harder. Lincoln pulled more and tried to reel in 
some line but it hurt and the fish turned quickly and headed for the beach. Hub 
held onto the motor, turning the bow to follow the fish, watching their water depth 
as they glided. 
 
The Brewer brothers were so busy watching the fish go deep then shallow, neither 
noticed a line of slight dark clouds and a long band of distant, light rain showers 
sliding over the dunes to the east. From so far away it didn't appear like a big band; 
it moved low and slow. It rose gradually from the horizon but as they worked the 
skiff and fish, the distance between weather and the Red Rocket decreased quickly. 
 
Papa looked over at their good fortune and yelled over to them.  
 
“Pay attention to the sky. The wind is coming up a little. I’m thinking this is going 
to be a one fish morning” he shouted.  
 
Watching the way the boat turned to follow that fish, Hub knew it was a female, 
and a big one. Most striped bass over ten pounds or so were females. They were 
the breeders who kept the population healthy. Papa had taught them for several 
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years to release the big bass because he knew how important they were. Only Papa 
knew of the decades of exploitation which had reduced many species to the point 
of collapse, like long beds stripped clean by mussel harvesters, so it would not be a 
Brewer who helped the striper population suffer. A fish for supper once in a while 
was enough. 
 
Lincoln was still being pulled toward the beach where the striper knew she could 
break the line. Neither brother noticed the first few drops of rain on the deck. They 
landed quietly on the deck, not amounting to much. Their eyes were on the salt 
pond surface, hoping to get a first glimpse of what might be the largest bass they 
had ever battled. 
 
Papa was just west of the Red Rocket. He watched the start of Lincoln’s battle 
while keeping an eye on his own rod. He left his bail open when he fished eels 
because he knew that gave bass a chance to taste the bait and considering they have 
no teeth, to inhale their prey without feeling resistance from line. He sat in the rear 
seat, patiently, like a hunter, watching everything.  He waited and watched, 
remaining cautious as his reel slowly started to roll, then unravel, then sing. 
 
Waiting just a moment more, he slowly raised one hand towards the bail, scanning 
everything around him then closed the latch which stopped the line which set the 
big 4/0 circle hook. A giant fish swallowed the eel whole and when it felt the 
hook’s snap into its jaw and the sting of its barb, turned its head away and raced 
for deep water. Fifty pound line fired off the spool. Speedy McSkiff’s bow turned 
to follow the big fish. When the bail fell and the pole bent and all the mechanics of 
fishing, those parts and pieces assembled in late night garages, held tight, Papa 
knew he was onto a big striped bass. 
 
“Fish on!” he yelled to the boys.  
 
He felt a few light raindrops on his hand as he reeled.  
 
Papa was spinning to the left as his big bass pulled him deeper into the channel. It 
was hard to steer the boat and hold the rod but Papa was, after all, Kwazii, the 
great pirate fisherman. The rod quickly followed the fish and bent hard against the 
rail. He grabbed hold of the wheel, spun the boat right to stay out of the deepest 
part, counter to the big fishes’ tug. The tide was moving right along now and it 
pushed all sorts of flotsam past the boat. He looked up as more tiny raindrops 
bounced off his hat, making flat sounds on the deck. Papa’s fish surely was a big 
one as well. Back and forth and hard down, she pulled his rod along the starboard 
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side gunwale so it scraped the hard glass up against the wood trimmed rail and he 
struggled to hold on. 
 
Putting the rod in one of the stainless steel holders, he took a risk to wipe rain from 
his glasses and look all around. "Situational awareness," he said to himself.  
 
"Head on a swivel boys” he yelled to his grandsons. 
 
Lincoln cranked as hard as he could on the reel, taking back a few feet of line. As a 
big black fin appeared near the boat, he started to yell back to Hub the fish was 
close. He started to yell but wind came right up into his face with a burst and rain 
pelted him hard. No sound came from his mouth. While he looked down to shield 
his face from so much wind, he saw the bass and she briefly saw him. He quickly 
realized this was more than a breeze and more than a big fish. She dove down hard. 
Lincoln pulled back with both hands but gave only more line. 
 
Watching from the stern as he also shielded his eyes, Hub suddenly had a bad 
feeling about a little wind and rain. Everything was happening quickly now. He 
pulled his hat down lower and surveyed the pond.  
 
A late summer storm was rising quickly.  
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6. 
 

Crack! Lightning exploded in the sky, shaking the whole boat. In his head, Hub 
counted to five then a massive boom of thunder shook everything. He understood 
that five seconds meant the storm was only a mile away but he didn't really need to 
do the math, he just had to look east and see how the sun was almost gone and the 
sky was turning to ink. 
 
“What the heck is going on here?” he yelled up to Lincoln.  
  
A flock of black tipped gulls flew overhead, using the wind to push along, dipping 
hard to fire across the pond just barely off the surface. Lincoln was bent over the 
bow, focused on his fish. Papa had his head down as well, straining his left arm to 
steady the motor. Lincoln pulled again and again but could not gain any line on the 
reel. The Red Rocket started to tip side to side as waves built up around them. 
Water splashed into the skiff and quickly an inch sloshed against their boots. It 
wasn’t enough water to scare them but they both knew it was getting serious. 
Quickly. 
 
CRACK! Another bolt of lightning flashed across the sky. The sound shattered 
everything, everything shook again, everyone jumped. Hub’s hand flew off the 
outboard handle then it snapped quickly to starboard. The skiff heeled hard, the 
motor revved and Hub fell backwards, bumping his head on the gunwale just as his 
ARMY hat flew off. He tried his hardest to grab it but it floated away quickly. He 
had the motor to deal with and now there was too much wind and rain and 
confusion. It floated farther, its brim sagging in the heavy seawater.  
 
“Dang It!” Hub yelled. Lincoln never looked back because he was busy fighting 
back against his fish.  
 
As the boat lurched, Lincoln lurched with the boat, grabbing the rail to break his 
fall but that only ran a long, slender shard of wood into his right palm. He gasped 
in pain as blood rain down his hand then into the sea. Knowing the cut was deep, 
he pushed his palm hard against the rod to slow the flow. The worn, foam handle 
was soon all red. Hub looked up but said nothing. He knew this was verging on 
chaos and the brothers knew what was next. Without any words, Lincoln switched 
the rod into his other hand, closed his eyes and held his right palm out to his 
brother.  
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“I’m going to count, ok?” Hub said 
 
Silence.  
 
“One, two…” and on three, he pinched two fingers together and yanked out two 
inches of oak. Blood flew quickly. Lincoln pulled back, grimaced but said nothing 
and made a fist. Hub tore open their duffel to retrieve a bandana. Lincoln wrapped 
it around his palm, rubbed his head and went back to work of fishing and at this 
point, surviving. 
 
The two boats were now divided by water and the rain fell in blankets, pounding 
the boats and their heads. Hub couldn’t look up to see the bow but he could turn a 
little to look over his left shoulder. He could see Papa struggling to hold the wheel 
and the rod. Hub knew the two boats were separating quickly. Wind came from 
every direction. He shouted for Papa. Papa shouted for the boys. Rain pelted their 
faces, head, eyes and ears. The storm was deafening and all around of them.  
  
"Teamwork!" was the last word they heard Papa say as wind pushed them towards 
the rocks and wiped away any other sounds. This was it. Papa was pulling the 
engine chord as the striper pulled Speedy McSkiff farther into deep water, away 
from them. In minutes, Papa disappeared from sight. They had no one but 
themselves now, they knew there was no time for being scared. The brothers 
looked at each other.  
 
“I’m steering east for the beach. We’re in big trouble right now and I can’t see 
anything” Mike yelled. “We may have to bail out and swim if we hit a rock.” 
 
“We can’t do that. No way!” Lincoln said. 
 
“What are you talking about? We’ll run the boat as long as we can but if we need 
to ditch then we cut the line and we’ll swim for the island. This storm can’t last 
forever and we can’t bail the boat out fast enough. If she sinks we’ll know where it 
is and Papa can rescue her again.” 
 
“We can’t do that, I just told you that! Didn’t you hear me?” 
 
“What’s wrong with you? We could get hurt out here! Who cares if we have to 
swim?” 
 
Torrents of rain were pouring down on them, a giant striper was pulling them in 
circles and the wind was beating them down. The boat was filling with water and 
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they were both cold. Lincoln’s hands ached from holding the rod and turning the 
reel handle. His red patterned bandana was now all red. Hub was shivering through 
a summer storm. 
  
“I’ll give us five minutes and if we don’t get clear of this, I’m running for the 
beach and we’ll have to ditch. Maybe we can throw the anchor, leave her and get 
safe. Maybe we can get up on the beach, turn the Red Rocket over and get out of 
this storm.” 
 
“No way!” yelled Lincoln.  “We’re not leaving this fish! We’ll get smashed to 
pieces trying to get out of the boat and I’m not losing the greatest pirate ship ever. 
And I am not losing this fish!”  
 
Just as Lincoln finished his demands, he looked down to see his reel had been in 
free fall and was now almost down to its white Dacron backing. Lincoln knew, 
with the way this bass had been running, he had maybe, at most, if everything 
stayed the same, which was impossible in this storm, maybe five minutes before he 
lost that fish. He knew it was his fish to lose and his Dad had taught him 
better. Rain poured down Lincoln’s face, over his shoulders, down his back and 
into his boots but there was no way Lincoln P. Brewer, the son of Michael P. 
Brewer, would surrender or quit this fish just because some weather had moved in 
and his arms were aching and his hands hurt from reeling and bleeding and he 
thought his back would break from bending over the rails. No way, no how. 
 
“Lifejackets now!” Hub yelled to his brother.  
 
Keeping one hand on the motor, he kept a steady speed as he reached under his 
seat and grabbed two jackets. Quickly he switched on both flashing lights, put on 
his jacket with the zipper up all the way and looked up at his younger brother. He 
knew it was too rough to switch holding the rod and leaving the tiller so Hub had 
to make a decision. The boat was really starting to rock now as wind pushed them 
around. Hub felt around on the deck until he found the extra line.  
 
“Stay right there, don’t move,” he yelled through the rain. “I need to secure the 
boat then I’ll bring you your jacket.” 
 
With water running down his face, he took one loose end of the line and wrapped a 
clove hitch around the tiller but didn’t pull it tight just yet. He turned the handle all 
the way to starboard and lowered the speed to just above idle. Tightening the knot, 
he wound the other end around the starboard side oarlock, pulled the line until it 
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was taught and quickly made two half hitches. Testing it quickly, he knew it would 
hold but he didn’t know what the skiff would do. 
 
“I tied off the tiller, it will keep us going into the wind on the front quarter. I’ll 
come up and put your PFD on for you. Don’t lose that fish! Here I come!” 
 
As Hub dropped to his knees, the loose part of the line wrapped around the tiller, 
tensed and shot back at him, knocking their VHF radio overboard. Stopping only 
for a moment, he crawled through the five inches of sloshing water. August water 
always seemed so warm when they were swimming but at that moment, the sea felt 
cold and it made him want to shiver. It took forever to reach Lincoln, who was still 
hunched over the bow, still holding tight to the rod, still bleeding. Hub could see 
that his little brother was getting tired. His eyes were red from the salt, he was 
sitting on his Red Sox hat to make sure he didn’t lose it. He had an unfamiliar look 
on his face.  
 
“Raise your right arm!” Hub yelled, “I’ll put the jacket on you.” 
 
Lincoln did as his brother said, held the rod tightly in his left hand and closed his 
eyes. Hub pushed the first sleeve over him then turned him around just enough to 
reach his left arm. 
 
“Switch hands!” 
 
Now the jacket was on. Hub wormed his way onto a little bit of the forward seat, 
turned his brother again and zipped the jacket up, all the way to his neck. Lincoln 
kept his neck turned to keep his eyes, for what he could see through the rain, on the 
rod.  Hub flew up then was slammed down hard against the seat as he checked to 
make sure the flashing light could be seen, then started to go back to the stern. 
Then he stopped.  
 
“Lean over!” 
 
Hub gave Lincoln a small push so he could slide his Red Sox hat off the seat, 
pulled it down on his younger brother’s head and smiled. Then, he reached up, 
grabbed the brim by the corner and turned it a little to the left. Lincoln smiled back 
as best he could. 
 
Without thinking or saying a word, they quickly bumped knuckles then turned their 
eyes back to their jobs. Hub slid back to his seat at the helm, Lincoln took another 
few turns on the reel and said a prayer. He prayed that he could get everyone home 
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safely and save the Red Rocket from sinking. He thought about all those family 
dinners which always began with a prayer and how he sometimes just mumbled the 
words, since the food was so good and he just wanted to eat. Looking up, it was the 
first time he had considered that they might sink. He said, “Amen”, stared off into 
the rain and promised himself that he would never think about sinking ever 
again. Or muttering prayers. 
 
Back at the tiller, Hub untied the two knots, rolled the line up as best he could and 
kept the boat on a steady course looking in all directions for Papa or land. The big 
fish was dragging the boat along which was ok, because the brothers knew it would 
tire the fish and make it easier to get her in the boat.  
 
Lincoln may have been afraid for the first time in his life. So strong for so many 
years, Lincoln was the big little brother but now he was struggling, fighting, 
wondering if he could keep up. Hub also knew that no matter how big that fish 
was, they had to get out of the storm before something very bad happened.  
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7. 
 

Papa clenched his teeth, reeled a few turns then yelled for the boys again and 
again. It was no use. He was at the mercy of a hard wind and rain now and they 
were too loud. He paused for a moment when he could no longer see the Red 
Rocket or hear its motor. He could not hear the boys yelling back at him, if they 
even were. He called them on the VHF radio but there was no response. He was 
struggling to hold his position and keep out of shallow waters; crashing on a beach 
full of rocks and barnacles would tear him and his boat to shreds. It was impossible 
to see where he was now. There were no ranges on the land for him to remember 
or head for, no buoys or channel markers to steer for or maybe even secure a line 
to so he could stop being thrown around the pond.  
 
Water poured down his sweatshirt, whipped his face and stung his eyes. The boys 
weren’t calling back. The water and the sea around him was growing bigger, 
quickly. Looking down at the fishing line, then up at a menacing black sky, Papa 
understood he had lost his grandsons. 
 
The big bass ran deep again. Papa knew these tactics and if not for the gale in his 
face, he would have followed along and kept a stiff haul on the line but now, he 
didn’t know where in the pond he was and knew it was time to cut the line. He 
needed to save his grandsons.  
 
Letting go of the wheel after rolling it to the right, the motor went still. Kwazii 
took a knife from his belt sheath and clenched it in his teeth. He leaned over the 
rail and turned the reel’s handle quickly, trying to get that fish to the boat. He 
reeled until the blue line was almost gone and he could see the 30” leader. He 
reached for it but it flew in circles around his hand. 
 
“This damned wind,” he said through his clenched teeth. After a few moments he 
saw a silver flash three feet from the boat. Her tail splashed the surface, throwing 
even more water onto his face. His hand ran down the last foot of line and with his 
eyes closed, found the swivel, then the leader. From his knees he plunged his arm 
into the boiling water, grabbed the giant bass by the mouth and hauled her up. 
 
Even through the pounding rain, Papa could see she weighed at least fifty pounds. 
She was a beautiful fish. Seven long, perfect stripes ran down her back, her tail 
was the widest he’s ever seen. With his back aching, Papa closed his eyes once 
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again, took the knife and for one long moment, looked down at her, thinking about 
how long he had fished to catch one this huge.  
 
“Yuge,” he could hear Lincoln say.  
 
“Papa, that thing is yuge!” he would say, with that big smile. 
 
Papa cut the line just above the hook, knowing she would quickly shake it free and 
just as quickly, she fell back into the water, with barely a sound, splashed her tail 
one more time and disappeared. There was so much water in the boat when he 
finally leaned back and the big bass was free, the boat almost flipped. Kwazii 
rocked back on his knees and reached for the rear seat. He wiped his face with his 
wet hands and moved back to the outboard and its wheel as the boat righted itself. 
Back at the helm, he yelled for Hub and Lincoln four more times but he knew they 
could not hear them.  
 
Separated from the striped bass, he looked up straight into the rain, closed his eyes 
and said, “I will never go home without them.”  
 
“Give me that rod and throw out the anchor. We need to see how deep the water 
is,” Hub yelled to his younger brother. He spun the boat around, put the bow 
directly into the wind and moved up to grab the rod from Lincoln. They traded off 
the pole in an instant, just as the big bass pulled Hub right onto the port side 
gunwale. Lincoln found the anchor chain, grabbed all of it and the line tied to it 
then tossed the anchor overboard. When he felt it hit bottom, he quickly started 
hauling it back, counting hands as he pulled.  
 
“23 feet” he yelled back to Hub.  
 
“That means we’re on the edge of the channel. The wind is hitting us from the east. 
We started at High Point and the tide is coming in hard so that means we’re north 
of our house. We should be near Rat Island. We’re in big trouble. We need to get 
south, fight the tide and get near home.” 
 
Lincoln took the rod back from his older brother and fell back onto his seat at the 
bow. The fish felt heavier than two minutes ago. He started to say something else 
but his eyes were so full of water that he missed a red buoy right off the bow. 
 
“Lincoln, look! Come on man, there’s a nun! We’re near the channel, just like I 
said! What’s the number on it?” 
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Lincoln could still barely lift his head. 
“Lincoln, teamwork! What’s the number?” 
 
“Seven,” Lincoln yelled back. 
 
Hub steered the boat to make the wind hit them straight across the starboard side. 
“That puts us near the North end of the pond. We’re even farther than Rat Island. 
The storm blew us right past our house. There’s no way Mom would have seen 
us.” 
“So we need to turn the Red Rocket around and push into this danged wind,” 
Lincoln yelled back. Lincoln knew he wasn’t allowed to swear but this was out of 
control. Now they had to get back into the teeth of the squall and try to find their 
house and Papa in rain so hard they could barely see each other.  
 
Hub turned the Red Rocket around one hundred and eighty degrees in a long and 
slow circle with the boat shaking with every wave. The wind now came from the 
port side and water poured over the bow as the wind had whipped the salt pond 
into a rage. He thought the seas were at six feet now and the tide was full on. After 
almost five minutes of pushing hard into a 40 knot wind while Lincoln continued 
to fight the striper, Hub realized they weren’t making any headway against the 
wind. And the fish was now under the Red Rocket.  
 
“We need to find shallow water, follow the west beach and keep moving south. We 
can’t get anywhere in this deep water.” 
 
They both understood what shallow water could do to a wooden skiff in such a bad 
storm and Lincoln also knew he could lose his great fish. The boat slammed up and 
down.  
 
Water washed into the boat with a force they didn’t expect. The bag stowed under 
Hub’s seat slammed against the transom. Hub revved up the outboard with the 
hopes of bringing them over the wave safely. As soon as it hit, the Red Rocket rose 
up on a new and taller wave. Both boys froze, unsure of what to do or where to go. 
Then the bow slammed down, hard. Its full weight hit the sea and everything 
seemed to crack. Lincoln was wise to the moment, even in such a wash of wind 
and rain. Afraid to lose his biggest fish ever, he turned the reel handle as quickly as 
he could manage, trying to take away any slack in the line. He knew that would be 
the end of this fish. Just as he reeled, he fell back into the space between the 
wooden seats, but kept the rod over his head, high and tight.  
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Hub rubbed his soaked eyes, still trying to grasp this situation, how this 
magnificent sudden storm that had overtaken them, separating them from Papa, 
tossing them like twigs and making them wonder if they would get back home still 
in the Red Rocket or washed up on some salt pond beach like old driftwood. 
 
Hub eased back on the throttle as the storm cracked with more lightning. He 
reached for the cut out bleach bottle, trying to bail some water out of the boat. 
 
Suddenly the Red Rocket scraped against something then scraped again. It was a 
horrible sound, like a thousand fingers covered in barnacles scratching against red 
paint, clawing into the caulking, trying to tear the planks apart. Shards of purple 
and black mussel shells floated up into the roiling mix of flotsam.  
 
“Go back! Go back!” Lincoln yelled “Get us out of here!” 
 
The boat heeled with the weight of so much water.  
 
“I’m trying!” Hub yelled back. “This danged wind, get that danged bass in the 
boat, will you? Or cut it off! We’re hung up on a rock,” he screamed into the 
wind. The boat heeled again as water sloshed. Both boys fell over as they lay 
perched and slamming in endless thick waves.  
 
“And keep shouting for Kwazii?” Hub felt water pouring into his boots as the 
bleach bottle and sponge banged against them. Trying to bail more water 
overboard, he threw the motor in reverse, to get off the rock pile he had run into. 
Then the motor died.  
 
“What happened?” yelled Lincoln, looking down onto the water. 
 
“I think we’re out of gas but I can’t reach the can, I’m sorry, it’s too rough!” 
 
“What are we going to do now?” Lincoln said under his breath. Looking back at 
his brother, he knew the answer.  
 
“We need to get the oars out. Right now. We’re losing ground fast. You take the 
rod, I’ll get the oars,” Lincoln said. 
 
Hub looked at his younger brother for a moment, then reached for the rod. They 
once again traded control of the rod and the great fish. It bent heavily in his hands. 
Lincoln pulled out two oars, dropped them quickly into the brass locks and moved 
to the middle seat. Splashing them both into the water, they felt heavy as swollen 
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logs. He pulled as hard as he could but they barely moved. Resting one on his leg, 
he turned his Red Sox hat around backwards, picked up the oar and dug in.  
 
“Come on Lincoln, you can do this!” his brother yelled to him. “I’ll use the motor 
as a tiller, row hard, we can do this! I’ll try to work with the wind, back to the west 
side of the pond, we should be able to make our way south to Mom.” 
 
Lincoln rowed. He rowed hard, harder than he ever had in his life. With his back 
sideways to the wind, he could see the storm for the first time and realized just how 
bad it was and how quickly weather had overtaken them. He dug his oars in as far 
as he could reach, ignoring so much pain in his hand, let out a loud groan and 
pulled back hard. Two more strokes freed the Red Rocket off the boulders and set 
her free again but still at the storm’s mercy.  
 
“You have to tell me where to go!” he yelled back to his older brother.  
 
His shirt was soaked and stuck to his skin so tightly the rain hurt as it hit his 
shoulder blades and neck. Lincoln rowed while Hub tried to take back some line 
but deep inside, Hub didn’t care anymore if they caught the fish. He was concerned 
now, this day had fallen apart and he knew things could go sideways even more. 
He needed to focus, to keep Lincoln rowing and watch the tide. In his head, his 
mission was to keep the Red Rocket steady, find their house and their grandfather. 
He watched Lincoln row  as each pass of the oars pulled them down the pond to 
where he hoped they would find their way home.  
After ten minutes, Hub yelled up to Lincoln.  
 
“Take the fish, I’ll row now.”  
 
Carefully they exchanged a rod for two oars, Hub settled into the middle seat and 
Lincoln slumped by the stern, clutching the rod, feeling the fish below, exhaling a 
long breath and lots of rain. His older brother put his head down and rowed for 
home. Water was coming up from the floor. The rock pile had torn away binding 
between old planks and water was forcing its way in fast. Chips of red paint floated 
along with everything else. There was no chance of bailing and the Red Rocket 
was getting heavier by the minute.  
 
“I figure we need to just keep working west as we can. See the rain, it’s not as 
hard, I’ll drag the starboard oar a little, work us right, when we get shallow, it will 
be easier to fight the tide.”  
 
“Pirates never quit and I will never quit,” he said to himself. 
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8. 
  
Kate had been pacing the kitchen floor for hours. She walked up a few stairs to 
the second floor, paused then walked back down into the kitchen. Nothing she did 
made any sense to her. She was alone, her father and children were in the teeth of a  
gale and she had no way to help. There was nothing she could do to find her boys 
and her father and she knew it. Holding her head in both hands, she slowly lowered 
herself to her knees and began to cry. Softly at first, then strongly but only for a 
few moments. With tears running down her cheeks and pooling in her hands, she 
thought of all she and her boys had endured and she knew crying would not help. 
She wanted to cry more and get angry but life had taught her that anger never 
makes a bad situation better. She had already called the Coast Guard but all their 
teams were rescuing boats in the sea outside the center wall. There were no more 
rescue boats available and she knew she could not leave to look for them in such a 
storm. She walked a few more times around the kitchen island, wiping her eyes 
with a dishcloth, looked out of the front windows again, then sat in her chair by the 
biggest east facing window. Rain slammed into the three panes so she could see 
nothing but water running down the glass and water flying across the yard. She sat 
right there, watching.  
 
From her seat and through a few last tears, she saw a distant dot in the rain. A tiny 
red dot. Kate jumped up and put both hands on the window. As the little red dot 
came closer, so slowly, she could see it rising and falling with the waves that had 
taken over the whole pond. She knew that boat. She knew who it was. She knew it 
was the Red Rocket and she knew her two boys were in it. Without grabbing a 
raincoat or putting on her own boots, she bolted from the house to race down the 
soaked lawn as the door slammed behind her. 
 
“There it is! Our house! Look there it is!” Lincoln screamed. Like his brothers, his 
eyes burned from salt spray and pelting rain. He held his hand up to shield his eyes 
while Hub steadied the Red Rocket with both oars, then dug in with the left to turn 
hard, using the east wind to push the boat toward the beach. His rowing made the 
Red Rocket almost glide to the beach and through the smaller and shallow water 
surf.  
 
“Oh thank God!” Kate yelled, running down the slippery yard and right into the 
water toward them. It took an eternity for the skiff to make it in and Kate reached 
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to grab the bow. She pulled hard on the bow line Lincoln threw to her.  Hub 
slumped forward on the oars and closed his eyes. Water was everywhere, on him, 
beneath him, all around him. He was shivering. He looked up at his mom but 
couldn’t say a word at first. His hands were white, wrinkled and sore. Lincoln, 
with a  blood soaked bandana wrapped around his palm, pushed the engine to one 
side and struggled to stand. Lincoln took a long breath and said, “Where’s 
Kwazii?” 
 
Kate looked at him. A new wave of concern washed across her face.  
“I don’t know son, I hoped he was with you. I don’t know,” she said, wiping away 
tears. 
 
Lincoln rolled over the side of the Red Rocket, soaking wet and laid in the water, 
still gripping the rod with both hands. Sagging behind him was a giant striped bass, 
the biggest bass they had ever seen. She was weary and weak from battle, just like 
the brothers. She rolled slowly next to him. Kate tried to pull them higher on the 
beach. 
 
“Mom stop!” Hub yelled. “Lincoln needs to save the fish” 
 
Lincoln stood up slowly, feeling like he had been in the sea for hours. He took a 
moment to look at the fish he had fought so hard to catch and now he considered 
what to do with her. Kneeling in warm pond water, he pulled the line with his 
hands, one over the other, until he could reach her massive mouth. He reached 
along her length, hoping to cradle the big fish in his arms, to give her some rest. 
She easily was sixty inches long and maybe a foot around at her head. Lincoln 
estimated she weighed sixty pounds. She may have weighed more and they had a 
scale in the shed but this was not that time. For a few moments more, he held that 
fish as she strained to flex her bright red gills. She was barely moving, only 
pushing her tail slightly.  
 
“I’ve never seen a fish this big in my life. And we caught it. We caught it,” Lincoln 
said, looking up at his mother. Hub had climbed out of the skiff and was walking 
through the water, straining to see if Kwazii was on the horizon. 
 
With one hand holding her tail, he gently pulled the hook out the side of her mouth 
then fanned clean water over her gills. The Red Rocket banged against his legs as 
the bass wiggled her tail. No one moved. The bass laid still in his two arms, 
looking forward, trying to roll over as Lincoln cradled her. Lincoln knew that 
rolling over would mean the end and called for his brother. 
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“Quick, take her tummy, keep her right side up and don’t let her roll,” Lincoln said 
as Hub sloshed over to his younger brother and reached for the bass. 
 
Rain hit the pond so hard it sounded like rocks falling off a mountain. Back on his 
knees, Lincoln held the bass closely with his brother, pushing more water over her 
massive red gills. They began to flex, slowly, as she took in oxygen again. She 
slapped her tail, slightly stronger than the first time. He pushed her back and forth, 
sending more water over her gills.  
 
“Come on girl, you can do it, keep breathing. Come on! You can do it.” Lincoln 
realized he was almost crying himself now. This day, this storm, this fish, this 
whole epic adventure had exacted a mighty toll. Now everything seemed to hinge 
on saving this magnificent fish. 
 
Once again she slapped her tail, then moved slowly forward. Lincoln relaxed his 
grip. Hub straighten a bit. 
 
“Please, please, come on, one more big breath, please,”  
 
Kate looked at her two boys. She was soaking wet, still struggling to hold back 
more tears. They were fighting as a team to save precisely what they left to catch. 
They seemed like soldiers now, grown and smart. They survived a terrible storm. 
They brought the Red Rocket back. They found their home with only each other 
for guidance. Now they were refusing to give up returning a fish to the sea.  
 
Lincoln lightened his grip, Hub eased back to sit on the sandy bottom, water 
slapping against his waist as that giant bass shook her head, gulped in gallons of 
seawater, pushed her tail side to side and slowly swam from their arms. In an 
instant, she was gone. Kate just stared at them. The boys sat motionless. Off she 
went, back to some secret and safe part of the salt pond, then hopefully back to sea. 
Lincoln fell back into the water and closed his eyes. Everything about the last few 
hours seemed so surreal.  
 
Hub crawled over and gave his younger brother a high five, then pulled him in for 
a hug. The Brewer brothers did not normally hug but after this adventure, it was 
the right thing to do.  
 
“Ahh, that’s enough!” Lincoln yelled. “Let me go, you’re giving me cooties and 
you stink! Seriously, you stink!” 
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“We never took a picture of that bass,” Hub said softly. “No one at school will ever 
believe us.” 
 
Both brothers sank back down into the shallow water and looked east. It was time 
to focus on finding their grandfather.  
 
“He must have been pushed in the same direction we were,” Lincoln said, knowing 
the two boats were close together when the storm exploded. They had become 
separated so quickly when the weather collapsed. Most of the time it seemed as 
though they were spinning in circles. 
 
“I’ll try the Coast Guard again. Maybe they have a free boat now,” Kate said.  
 
“Should we get back in the Red Rocket or should we start walking the shore?” 
Lincoln asked Hub.  
 
“It’s getting lighter but I don’t know if we should get back in the boat. We don’t 
know which direction to go and if we go the wrong way, it could take us hours to 
cover the whole pond and it's still pretty bad. Kwazii could be washed up 
somewhere waiting for us. Or worse.” Lincoln wished he hadn’t said that last part 
but he knew how terrible this gale was. The Brewer brothers looked out to the 
pond. Neither said anything.  
 
Hub reached up to adjust his hat, then remembered it was lost. He thought they 
should wait. He knew they couldn’t. He knew they would struggle to get anywhere 
until the wind laid down and even then, the pond was just too big to row around. 
He knew he didn’t know what to do.  
 
“They might have a helicopter free in thirty minutes!” Kate yelled to the boys.  
 
Hub looked at Lincoln. Thirty minutes would be an eternity waiting for a sign. 
“Wait. Wait, look over there,” Lincoln said softly. 
 
With the rain easing now, they could see a quarter mile, maybe more. And there it 
was, a tiny bit of clear sky on the distant horizon. As Hub squinted, he was sure he 
heard a motor. Clear and steady, a motor rumbled somewhere on the pond. 
 
Jumping back up to his feet, he started to run towards the sound but his boots were 
full of water and he just fell forward. Wiping more water and sand from his face, 
quickly he pulled off both boots and ran as best he could. He could see a white 
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boat headed for the beach, bouncing up and down, slamming into the waves. It was 
far off but he knew that boat and now he knew that motor. 
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9. 
 

“Kwazii! Papa!” Hub yelled for him but he couldn’t hear them. He was 
exhausted and hurt. He could barely keep his head up, he could barely see 
anything. Slumped in the rear seat, gripping the outboard’s wheel, he steered for 
the beach. He was so worn down from fighting to not sink he thought about 
stopping to sleep. 
 
Even as rain’s lightened, he still strained to see but he kept a slow and steady 
speed. “Full steam ahead, full steam ahead,” he thought. Two boys were waving 
their arms at him but all Papa could see was a dark shoreline and hoped his house 
and grandsons were near.  
 
Hub ran back to the Red Rocket. Everything they packed was floating in a foot of 
water and it listed heavily to one side. Untying the line he had used to secure the 
motor, he sloshed again towards a Speedy McSkiff getting closer to the beach. The 
boat was hardly moving, barely above idle and it was heavy with seawater. Lincoln 
feared it might sink before Papa could get back to them but slowly she moved 
forward. 
 
“Hub! Lincoln!” Papa yelled through the last of the hard rain. He looked down at 
this watch but somehow he had broken the bezel and it had stopped hours ago. 
 
Hub tossed the long line perfectly and it landed on the middle seat. Papa reached to 
take it off the seat, slowly climbed forward to wrap it around the forward cleat and 
sat back with a groan as he pulled the red cord off the motor, killing it. Hub pulled 
Papa closer carefully, while two tiny tears appeared in the corner of both eyes.  
 
Papa stayed slumped in his seat, wiping his face and pushing back his gray 
hair.  With the line over his shoulder now, Hub trudged toward the beach. When 
she was pulled up high enough to be safe from sliding back, Papa slowly climbed 
over the side. Looking at the boys, his grandsons, he smiled at them both, looked at 
Hub and said, “Saved by a young salt with a good length of line.”  
 
Papa slowly walked over to Kate who was standing on the gravelly beach, her arms 
crossed, her stare unavoidable. He stopped for a moment. “I don’t have any fish for 
you to cook, I’m sorry,” he said with a smile before wrapping both arms around 
her, resting his face on her shoulder. 
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“I’m just so happy you came home,” Kate said to him as he released his arms. “I 
needed you all back.” 
 
Lincoln was still kneeling in the shallow water, pushing his hands back and forth 
like tiny motorboats. Then he started to laugh. He laughed some more then fell 
back into the water and kept laughing. More water didn’t matter now, he had been 
soaked for hours. Over his shoulder, that tiny bit of clear sky was turning light 
blue. Turning to the boys, Papa looked squarely at Hub.  
 
“What happened out there? How did you find your way home?” 
 
Hub looked up. He knew to choose his words carefully. “I don’t know. We were 
into a fish, a really big fish. It was pulling us around then it started to rain then the 
next thing we knew, we got sucked into a giant squall that wouldn’t let us go. It 
was so quick,” Hub answered. 
 
“That was not what I had planned,” Papa said. “Everything happened so fast is 
right. I went west through the deep water knowing, well, hoping you two would be 
blown the same way. I think I bounced off every dock and piling all the way home. 
Hit my noggin about ten times. God that was awful. I always knew you two could 
run a boat. Really, that was awful. You did well. Your father would be proud of 
you two.” 
 
That last part made everyone pause. “Your father would be proud of you two.” 
 
As they started to walk up the lawn to their house and before Hub could say 
anything else, Papa put his hands on his shoulder.  
 
“I think you dropped this back there.”  
 
From the back pocket of his shorts, he pulled out a dark, wet lump and handed it 
carefully to his grandson. Hub unrolled a hat with the words ARMY in 
faded  yellow letters across the top. Hub fell onto his  knees, clutching his father’s 
hat. He put it back on his head as tears fell like stars. It was over, they were safe. 
Both boats were safe.  
 
Kate took it all in and walked back to the house to heat some well-deserved food 
for her family.  
 
Lincoln watched from the water, laughed a little more and as he stood to finally go 
home, said, “Epic. So epic…” 
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All three men trudged up the yard toward a warm, dry house. At the door, Papa 
stopped to hug his daughter one more time, this time longer than the last. He could 
see small rays of sun leaking out of thick gray clouds over her shoulder. Before 
going in, he stopped to take off his boots and turn them upside down to drain. He 
smiled at the two pairs of soggy boots already next to the mat. “They are good 
boys,” he thought.  
 
Walking through the kitchen, Papa, Kwazii, the greatest fishing pirate in all the 
world, rubbed his sore shoulders and picked up a clean dish towel from the oven 
door handle, quietly chuckling as he followed the boys wet sock prints to the stairs. 
At the fourth step, Papa stopped. From his back pocket, he pulled out a small 
picture, laminated with plastic, bent and faded. He looked at it then at the picture 
on the wall then back at the one in his hand.  
 
“Thank you,” Papa said silently. He carefully wiped two wet hand prints off the 
family picture before trudging up the stairs to put on a clean Red Sox shirt and lie 
down for some sleep. “Epic,” he thought. “Absolutely epic.” 
 
 
 
 
 

THE END 
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